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Appellant is seeking stay to the directions in the

impugned interim order dated 13,03.2020 whereby Appellant

has been directed to demarcate parking spaces for Members of

Respondent who purchased car parking spaces on permanent

basis that too at lower levels of existing MLCP of the project as

far as possible. Till then, Appellant is restrained from allocating

car parking spaces to new purchasers at lower levels.

2. Heard learned counsel for parties. Mr. Nimay Dave,

learned counsel for Appellant made extensive submissions. He

contended that Appellant has already demarcated permanent

M/s. Macrotech Developers Ltd.



car parking spaces for Respondent in terms of respective

agreements for sale much before the complaint was filed. He

emphatically argued that impugned order restraining Appellant

from allocating parking spaces in the MLCp to new flat
purchasers is contrary to the terms of agreement for sale and

other record submitted in complaint proceedings. He further

submitted that as the impugned order seriously affects

reputation of Appellant and the project itself, it needs to be

stayed forthwith to avoid further complications,

3, Learned counsel for

opposed the stay Application.

Respondent vehemently

4. After considering submissions of the parties, as

noted above we find that impugned interim order deals with

sole issue of car parklng and directs Appellant not to allocate

parking to new purchasers till demarcation of parking places is

done for Respondent. In the circumstances, granting stay to

the aforesaid directions as per impugned order would amount

to effectually disposing of Appeal itself. In that view of the

matter, we feel that instead of considering the stay Application,

it would be appropriate to expedite the Appeal after hearing

the pafties.

6. Respondent is granted time to file reply, parties to

complete the pleadings and exchange copies well before the

next date for expediting disposal of Appeal,

5. In view of above observations, Application for stay

stands disposed of.



7. Stand over to 18.12.2020 for reply and completion

of pleadings.

(s.s. (IN#" JAIN, J.)
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